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80 YEARS: WHERE WE’RE GOING by Camille M. Carlisle, Terri Dubé, and Lauren Sgro

Apophis: Largest asteroid to pass Earth in
1,000 years flies closer than geosynchronous
satellites (on Friday the 13th)
First 30-meter-class telescope
sees first light (ELT)

We make a 3D map of 30 million galaxies (10×
current surveys) across one-third of the sky,
revealing galaxy growth and cosmic structure
development over the past 11 billion years

Lucy arrives at first Trojan
asteroid target

We identify near-Earth asteroids accessible to
human crews or space mining

Rubin Observatory will discover
~100,000 Kuiper Belt objects

Next-generation Event Horizon Telescope produces
time-lapse movies of black hole shadows

Rubin Observatory will discover
1,000s of gravitationally lensed
quasars, 100s of gravitationally
lensed supernovae

We detect brown dwarfs in another galaxy

We discover whether big
planets exist in the Kuiper Belt

James Webb
Space Telescope
launches

Psyche arrives at
potentially ferrovolcanic
asteroid

Revamped Large Hadron Collider
recreates conditions from first trillionth
of a second after the Big Bang

Detailed maps constructed of
early universe during formation
of first stars and galaxies

Successful private missions reach the Moon
We construct a detailed map of the Milky Way

Sources of ultra-high-energy
cosmic rays discovered

2021

2022

2023

Pulsar-timing
array detects
gravitationalwave background
from universe’s
supermassive black
hole binaries

2024

2025

2026

2028

2029

JUICE arrives in
Jupiter system

Roman Space
Telescope launches
We map large-scale
cosmic structure with
supernovae using
worldwide array of
modest telescopes

JAXA / NASA mission
arrives at Martian moons
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2030

2031

2032

2033

2034

2035

We observe a new interstellar
object about once a month
Precise measurement of the
cosmic expansion rate made
with gravitational waves
Orbiters and probe reach Venus

We have the first
good estimate of how
common freefloating
“rogue” exoplanets
are within 1,000 lightyears
JWST detects signs of
life in the atmosphere
of an exoplanet within
150 light-years

90% of hazardous asteroids
larger than 140m identified

First samples from
Mars returned

Future Forecast
What can we expect in astronomy
news between now and 2050?
We directly image
surfaces of Earth-like
planets orbiting Suntype stars

We’ve arranged astronomers’ predictions into a rough
timeline, with probability rankings and approximate
fulfillment dates. Many are safe bets; a few aren’t.
Things become more uncertain after 2030.
Science Editor Camille M. Carlisle and editorial intern
Lauren Sgro pestered dozens of astronomers to amass
this list. Art Director Terri Dubé reined everything in.

Dragonfly helicopter arrives at Titan

Possible

Close-ups of Europa reveal potential
connections between subsurface
ocean and surface, spurs sample
lander planning

Highly likely

(Almost) certain

Spacecraft
enters orbit
around Uranus

Sources of high-energy neutrinos identified

We measure the
acceleration of
cosmic expansion in
real time

2036

2037

2038

2039

2040

2041

2042

2043

2044

2045

2046

2047

2048

2049

2050

Spacecraft employ nuclear electric
propulsion to explore solar system
Space-based LISA detects gravitational waves from binary supermassive black holes

We verify whether some of the fundamental physical
constants are really constant or actually vary throughout
space and time

We determine how the first supermassive black holes formed
Earliest supernovae in the universe detected

We observe the universe’s first
quasar (>13.3 billion years ago?)

First crewed mission heads to Mars
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Ground-based detectors measure gravitational waves from
binary black holes in the universe’s first 500 million years
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